APPENDIX 1
‘Planning Your Future’
Core Strategy: Supplemental Issues and Options Consultation
(Summer/Autumn 2007)
Results of Public Consultation
The following analysis relates to public consultation carried out over a 10 week
period between 20th July 2007 and the 28th September 2007. 405 responses were
received in the form of questionnaires and letters/e mails.
The distribution of comments received is indicated in Attachment A. This is based on
respondents addresses (where given) that originated from within the district area.
Whilst about half of all respondents came from the Croxley Green area, the rest are
fairly evenly distributed throughout the district.
The analysis is split into sections according to the questions posed by the
consultation exercise. The responses to each question are considered in turn:
•

•
•

•

The first table sets out the numbers supporting each Option. These are
derived from both the tick boxes within the returned questionnaires and
comments made in letters/emails/notes from meetings with stakeholders. The
most popular Option(s) is shaded. The percentages given are based on the
proportion of respondents that answered that particular question. For
questions where multiple responses were possible, actual numbers are
provided rather than percentages.
A brief summary of the all responses is then given.
A summary of the more detailed comments are then included in a second
table. Where comments have been made by groups and organisations
(statutory and non-statutory), an abbreviated reference is given to identify
them. Individuals are identified by a respondent number. All respondents can
be cross referenced with the full listing included in Attachment C.
A summary of what the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) said about the Options
is then given. The SA is an independent consultant analysis of the
environmental, economic and social impacts of the proposals put forward in
the consultation document.

ADDITIONAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (Q.1-6)
Question 1: Do you agree with the Council’s approach in pursuing Option 2 to
identify new housing sites, including those on the edge of the existing built up
area within the Green Belt, to address the shortfall in housing supply
identified?
Options
Numbers
Percentage
Supporting
Yes

225

75.7

No
Responses

72

24.2

297

100

1

Summary of responses
•

•

The response on this question indicates strong support (three quarters in
favour) with the Council’s proposed approach (Option 2) to address the
shortfall in housing supply.
This would suggest that respondents accept the fact that the Council has no
real choice but to explore locations outside of the existing urban area for new
housing development in order to meet future housing needs.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code

Summary of comments

SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
CU/0193/00003

Agree with Option 2 but there is some scope for combining
both Options.

SCO/0002/00003
(East of England
Regional
Assembly)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)
NSI/0063/00002

NSI/0061/00002
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

00271/000001

NSO/0080/00005
(Home Builders
Federation)

Agree with Option 2; increasing the density of housing on
brownfield sites alone can only be achieved by reducing space
per household, leading to slums.
Making provision for additional homes is consistent with
emerging East of England Plan (Policy 1 of proposed
Changes)
Difference between the two options on car trips is likely to be
small. Accepted that Option 2 is the most sustainable subject
to provision/availability of infrastructure and services.
Option 2 and associated small scale review of the Green Belt
is generally consistent with emerging and existing regional
and national planning policy and is supported. The case for
review should be treated on its merits, sensitive to impacts on
each specific case. Reviews will become increasingly
necessary both to ensure the integrity of the green belt and to
ensure that development which takes place is genuinely
sustainable. Development should generally be clustered
around transport corridors or at the edge of urban areas.
Agree that Option 2 is the only realistic route to satisfying
housing requirements.
Agree with Option 2 given the potential impacts from Option 1
on the natural heritage in urban areas. Option 2 supported in
principle subject to thorough, objective and transparent
assessment of location options in the Green belt being
undertaken.
Disagree with Option 1 as families should have a choice of
where they can live; in the urban, sub-urban or more rural
area. The selection of green field sites in Option 2 should only
be the last resort as there are associated environmental
disbenefits over brownfield sites.
Need to ensure a range of both brownfield and greenfield sites
available to assist with housing delivery and a range of types
and forms of housing are needed to meet the various needs of
the population.
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00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

General principle should be to direct housing towards
brownfield land, even if this is in the Greenbelt.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

•

The SA recognises that whilst at first sight, Option 1, to increase the capacity
of existing sites within the urban area would seem the most sustainable
option, the resultant much higher densities would significantly impact on the
existing character and residential amenity of the district and may also have
consequences in providing new infrastructure.
In selecting new areas, the SA notes the Council’s approach in prioritising
brown field land and land already with planning permission for development
although the selection of some green field sites the green belt may be
necessary.
The selection of areas would be subject to a rigorous selection progress of
which the SA is part. The SA assesses the environmental, social and
economic impact of all eight of the proposed areas; these are considered as
part of the responses to Question 5 in assessing which areas should be taken
forward.

Question 2: If you do not agree with the Council’s approach to address the
housing shortfall, what would you suggest bearing in mind Government policy?
Other approach
Numbers
Percentage
Supporting
Look at further brownfield opportunities/ higher
23
27.7
densities, not Greenbelt
Object to Government policy for more housing in
16
19.2
area and growth targets
Underused office space/ industrial areas/ space
15
18.1
above retail to be converted
Pursue Option 1
11
13.3
Empty housing stock to be utilised
Combination of Option 1 and Option 2
Additional Greenbelt sites not on edge of urban area
Develop on unused cemeteries/ landfill sites
Address immigration
Responses

3

7

8.4

6

7.2

2

2.4

2

2.4

1

1.2

83

100

Summary of responses
•

Of the minority from Question 1 who did not agree with pursuing Option 2, the
suggested alternative strategy ranges from objecting to the principle of
Government policy towards housing provision to making more use of
brownfield land and existing land and buildings and increasing densities in the
urban area where possible.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code

Summary of comments

NSI/0251/00001
CU/0009/00001
NSI/0146/00001
CU/0061/00002
NSO/0085/00001
(National Grid)
NSI/0204/00001
NSI/0176/00001
CU/0187/00001

Whichever option is pursued it is important that relevant
infrastructure is in place and existing is not overloaded

CU/0087/00001
CU/0187/00001
NSO/0077 (CPRE
Hertfordshire)
CU/0219/00001
SCO/0018/00004
(Abbots Langley
Parish Council)

Options can be combined by increasing density on some
existing sites in the urban area with good transport links and
identify new sites; mixed uses should also be encouraged so
that new retail and office units also have a residential element
Densities can be increased by demanding more creative and
higher quality solutions from developers and still provide a
range of housing types
The classification of gardens as brownfield development by
the Government is opposed.
We would like to see both options pursued, achieving
sustainable increases in density for already-identified urban
areas before relying on green belt releases
Build more new towns/villages eg. west of Stevenage to
reduce pressures on areas with the M25
Encourage the use of the internet at home for retail and
business to change the pattern of work, shopping and need to
travel, and question the need for the proposed housing in the
already crowded south east of England.

Sustainability Appraisal
As per Question 1.
Question 3: Do you agree with the criteria used for assessing the broad areas
for additional housing growth?
Options
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Yes
219
79.1
No
Responses

4

58

20.9

277

100

Summary of Responses
•

The overwhelming majority agree with the criteria used to assess the broad
areas for housing growth including planning constraints and accessibility to
key local facilities.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code

Summary of comments

SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
SCO/0006/00002
(HCC
Environment)
NSI/0061/00002
CU/0153/00001

Criteria supported provided sustainability and location of
Greenfield releases are sequentially and consistently
assessed.
Criteria supported generally. Use of ‘Access to Local facilities’
as one of the criteria is welcomed, provided greatest weight is
given to access by non-car modes.
Additional criterion suggested is the ability to build on existing
communities and achieve greater social cohesion and
integration.
Some of the broad areas fall within flood zones; flood risk
criterion should be given significant weight in determining site
location. The availability of bus services has an overwhelming
influence within the accessibility criteria; however as well as
the availability of existing services, the potential of services to
expand as part of new housing development also needs to be
considered.
Locations should in particular avoid areas of high landscape
value
The use of the criteria seems to have led to parts of the district
being ignored as potential housing sites, including the ‘affluent
areas’.
Criteria is supported but on occasion is inaccurate or ‘dubious’
(eg. transport links and accessibility)
Criteria broadly supported but residents should be asked to
assess importance or ‘weights’ to be applied to each one.

00271/00001
CU/0108/00001

NSI/0039/00002
00279/000001
00277/000001
00269/00001
NSI/0263/00001
00271/00001

Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA supports the criteria and methodology used to assess the proposed
housing locations and the use of mapping systems (GIS) to assess them in
terms of potential constraints and opportunities. The SA sets out in more
detail, and expands upon, the criteria referred to in the consultation report. A
total of 33 criteria are set out within three broad categories ; Environmental
Designations, Accessibility/Key Services, Land Uses. Each location is
scored against the criteria- the results of this exercise are set out under
Question 5.
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Question 4: Should any other criteria be used for assessing the broad areas for
additional housing growth?
Other suggested criteria
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Environmental quality (including noise, air quality,
42
26.6
light levels)
Congestion in area/ road capacity/ road safety/
23
14.6
parking
Protection of greenbelt
15
9.5
Capacity of schools/ access to nurseries
Wildlife habitats, SSSIs, LNRs, RIGs, biodiversity
value
Transport provision/ capacity/parking
provision/access to footpaths
Capacity of healthcare services
Impact on existing residents
Current land value (in terms of amenity/
employment)
Existing dwelling densities in area
Potential for minimising environmental impact and
creating sustainable communities
Proximity to employment opportunities
Proximity to youth and social facilities
Drainage
Floodzones
Landscape quality
Proximity to leisure facilities/ open space
Quality of Life (including social issues and crime)
Site ownership/ availability
Utility provision
Archaeological potential of areas
Contamination and development costs
Potential of sites to achieve affordable housing
Visual impact
Responses

6

14

8.9

10

6.3

8

5.1

6

3.8

6

3.8

4

2.5

3

1.9

3

1.9

3

1.9

3

1.9

2

1.3

2

1.3

2

1.3

2

1.3

2

1.3

2

1.3

2

1.3

1

0.6

1

0.6

1

0.6

1

0.6

158

100

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code

Summary of comments

NSO/0036/0001
(Quattro UK Ltd)

With regard to the Accessibility criteria more emphasis should
have been put on access to, and quality of, rail services. This
would have enabled Chorleywood to rise up the rankings in
terms of accessibility and be considered as a housing location.
The criteria should draw upon constraints and opportunities
and follow a settlement hierarchy approach; this should have
been used to explore all potential options before identifying
the eight strategic sites.
Not necessarily an additional criteria but the ‘balance’ of
residential, employment, retail and leisure/amenity use needs
to considered generally in order to achieve sustainable
development and provide for the needs of a thriving
community.
The capacity of services such as health, school and road
infrastructure also need to be considered as part of the
accessibility criteria.
Criteria and approach to evaluating alternative locations
supported but reference to ‘planning constraints’ and impacts
on policy objectives from locational choices need to be
explored in more detail. This should be done using more
detailed GIS based analyses combining habitats, flood risk,
landscape character, access to public open space, services
and utilities before firm decisions on preferred options take
place.
Historic designation and wider historic character should also
be taken into account together with potential archaeological
sensitivity. The County Archaeologist and County Historic
Environment Record should be consulted.
We agree with the criteria used, but weightings could have
been attached to some of them in order to give a more
qualitative assessment. The Green Belt criterion, in particular,
should have been weighted to reflect the contribution each
area makes towards the purposes of including land in green
belts given in PPG2 paragraph 1.5. Where an identified area
in the Green Belt contains previously-developed land or a
major developed site in the Green Belt, this would partially
offset the value of the area as green belt.
Potential of area for renewable energy generation should also
be taken into account.
Break down of age groups on a parish basis (demographics)
Sport England Planning for Sport website should be used to
assess sports facility provision and demand in the area, and
masterplanning major new developments in order to promote
sport and active recreation principles.
Proximity to existing housing stock under either RSL or LA
ownership. Consideration of location of other services for
residents with special needs, relative to existing provision and
population.

NSI/0039/00002

SCO/0018/00004
(Abbots Langley
Parish Council)

NSI/0159/00001
NSI/0236/00001
00287/00001
NSI/0061/00002
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

SCO/0026/00002
(English Heritage)

NSO/0077 (CPRE
Hertfordshire)

00271/00001
CU/0115/00001
NSI/0260/00001
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

00325/00001
(HARI
Partnership)
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Question 5: Which Options should be taken forward as broad housing
locations? List in priority order.
Options
Priority Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1.
South East
Abbots
143
39
24
11
10
5
3
Langley
2.

Broad Housing Location

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

West of
South
Oxhey
South East
Croxley
Green
East Kings
Langley

North East
Maple Cross

North
Croxley
Green
East
Carpenders
Park
East of
Abbots
Langley

8
3

24

47

46

62

20

16

10

3

16

31

28

30

19

56

45

3

21

72

32

49

23

23

12

2

19

26

30

21

79

17

19

7

1

3

6

7

9

23

17

137

13

15

61

29

31

34

22

11

11

8

8

19

27

37

76

27

8
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rank
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20
0
1

2

3

4

Rank

5

6

7

8

Graphs showing the responses in relation to Question 5, according to ranking of
housing areas
Summary of Responses
•

•

From those ranking the areas within areas of high/medium priority (levels 14), it is clear that the South-East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park) scored
the highest, with the West of South Oxhey (Little Furze School) and East
Kings Langley (Employment Area) also scoring at the upper end of the priority
rankings.
It is also clear that the north Croxley Green area was the lowest priority with
majority of respondents objecting to development in this area. The responses
for the East of Abbots Langley area (Woodside) and to a lesser extent the
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•

•

North East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park) are also skewed towards
the lower rankings.
For the remaining areas, the picture is more mixed. The responses for the
North East Maple Cross area (Maple Lodge) peak in the middle ranking
areas, indicating a fairly neutral response, neither strongly for or against.
For the East Carpenders Park area (nursery), the responses are skewed
slightly towards the higher to medium end, suggesting more in favour than
against this site.

On the basis of the all the responses and rankings, it is possible to give an overall
priority ranking for the areas- 1=highest, 8=lowest:
Rank

Area

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
South East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
North Croxley Green

Detailed comments

Respondent Code

Summary of comments

Option 1: South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
NSO/0089/00001

NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)

SCO/0006/00002
(HCC Environment)

If site is taken forward need at least one definitive Right of
Way across the site roughly west to east to provide much
needed walking opportunities, to connect Gypsy Lane with
Leavesden High Road.
As owners of Leavesden Park, MEPC support the
identification of site which is already identified in the Local
Plan as a ‘Major Developed Site’ in the Green Belt and should
therefore be given priority over other green belt sites.
Sufficient land exist is owned by MEPC to create a sustainable
mixed use development, which can contribute significantly to
the district’s future housing and employment needs, whilst
maximising the benefits associated with the existing activities
at Leavesden studios. The land is within a single ownership,
allowing a master plan approach and an immediately
deliverable scheme. Whilst there are known capacity
constraints on the road network, it is considered that these
can be overcome by a combination of engineering solutions,
policy measures to minimise traffic generation and the funding
of improved public transport services.
There is some concern over the scale of the proposed loss of
employment on the site because there may now not be such
an oversupply of employment space in the south west Herts
area as indicated by the South West Herts Employment Study
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SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

CU/0061/000003

(January 2005). The emerging Regional Spatial Strategy
(RSS) including additional housing proposed in Dacorum will
lead to additional requirements for employment land in
Dacorum. Leavesden is also a key employment site in
Hertfordshire, and the Regional Economic Strategy (RES) and
RSS encourages the retention of regionally strategic, quality
sites that enable balanced jobs and housing growth and the
development of a south west Herts film/media cluster. The
existing office vacancies. oversupply situation may be
overcome by marketing the site for smaller office units for
which there is more demand. Clearly there may be scope to
release employment land for alternative uses, particularly as
part of mixed use development, but this should be based on
up to date information on demand and supply across the wider
south-west Herts area. The grassland may be of some local
value; before any development a survey would be required to
see whether it should be translocated.
The relocation of surplus employment land to housing would
accord with national planning guidance (PPS 3). However it is
important that employment requirements are not prejudiced by
this approach.
Would enable potential for people to live and work in the local
area.

Option 2: West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
NSI/0158/00001
SCO/0006/00002
(HCC Environment)
NSI/026/00001

Supported but need to respect nature reserve (County Wildlife
site) in area.

NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

Playing field may need to be retained or replaced if there is an
overall shortage of playing fields in the area.
This represents a sustainable opportunity for housing growth
particularly if it can be brought forward without detriment to
surrounding constraints
Need to be aware of flooding along Gosforth Lane. Bus
service is now every 15 minutes (not 20) on weekdays.

CU/0061/000003

Re-instate education site

Option 3: South-East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
NSI/0158/00001

Supported but not in floodzone or moorland. Respect wildlife
in area.

CU/0193/00003

Concerns about footpath provision and lack of access to
Tolpits Lane.

TRC/0002/00001

Land should not be released at Croxley Business Park as
there have already been substantial developments in the area,
and pressure on Croxley Common Moor (a County wildlife
site, a Local Nature Reserve and a SSSI), adjacent to the
business park, is already high.
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Option 4: East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
NSI/0158/00001
NSI/0260/00001
CU/0061/000003

Avoid development in flood zone. Build new primary school
here. Concern about traffic.
Area already has high density of housing. Fields in area
provide valuable green space and wildlife.

SCO/0008/00001
(Dacorum Borough
Council)

Development in this area is constrained by access to
community and educational facilities; Kings Langley High
school is at capacity and further development would
exacerbate the problem. There are no primary schools within
walking distance and additional GPs would be needed.
Road noise would be audible from M1 and M25 which are
within 1 mile.
‘Village’ feel of the area has deteriorated in recent years with
developments such as the Ovaltine site, which is poorly
designed and has crime problems. The area also contains a
building college and the students drop litter and cause
congestion. Further development will impact upon water,
schools and roads in area.
Development in area has already been intense with the
Ovaltine site and former Abbots Print works; no infrastructure
was included to create a sustainable community such as
public meeting area, café, shopping area and the road system
is not coping. Area is subject to flooding.

00318/00001
00322/00001

NSI/0038/00001

00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Improvement arising from development would improve the
area which is currently scruffy, has no character and
disjointed.

Option 5: North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
NSI/0158/00001
NSI/0251/00001
CU/0193/00003

Avoid development in floodzone. Preserve wildlife and listed
buildings in area.
Area is also accessible to supermarkets in Rickmansworth

NSO/0091/00002
(Kennet Properties)

Thames Water own 22 hectares of land in the area; much of
this is previously developed and formerly used for waste
related issues. Part of the land is now surplus to operational
requirements and identified as part of Option 5 and as part of
designation GB4 in the Local Plan as a potential area of
redevelopment. It is considered that the site can make a
valuable contribution to the district’s housing and employment
requirements and achieve valuable local benefits through
landscape and open space improvements and transportation
improvements and the provision of community and
recreational facilities. Over half of the site (14 hectares) could
be given over to open space for recreation or ecological
purposes and link into the existing network. The development
would achieve high quality and sustainable design, enable
integration with Maple Cross and contribute towards/benefit
form local services including schools, healthcare and shops
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and provide an element of affordable housing.
In terms of timescale the land is currently available for
development by Kennet Properties (wholly owned subsidiary
of Thames Water). Although part of the site is within Flood
Zones 3a/b, these areas will remain open and free from
development. There will be an opportunity to enhance bus
provision, improve access to the site from the A412 and
restrict commercial/operational traffic currently using Maple
Lodge Close.
Option 6: North Croxley Green
206 responses
were received
opposing
development of this
area from local
residents and Little
Green School.

Strong opposition to developing this area because:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

00280/00001

SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

Area has already been overdeveloped with housing
(Durrants/IMC); further housing would change the
character of the area
Will lead to detrimental effect on environment, wildlife
and ecology, listed buildings, trees and quality of life in
general
Will lead to loss of community amenity/recreation land
and open space (Durrants Playing fields are already
going) for walkers, horseriders and cyclists
Will lead to loss of high quality agricultural land and
unspoiled countryside and lead to urban sprawl and
pollution
Will exacerbate existing infrastructure issues in area
relation to schools (primary and secondary) and health
care, fire services and water and sewerage
Will exacerbate traffic problems (including school
traffic) in the area particularly along The Green and
Baldwins Lane and pedestrian safety issues such as at
Little Green School
Loss of green belt land, limited opportunity for
development of brownfield land in area
Poor access via Little Green Lane and insufficient
capacity in local roads such as Lincoln Drive/Lincoln
Way
If development is permitted building work will need to
be strictly regulated to minimise noise during the
school day and a security fence put in place to
maintain security of Little Green School.

Support for developing this area (land owner within area)
because a new firm defensible boundary to the Green Belt
would be created together with a potential new woodland
amenity area. Development here would be sustainable,
provide a good opportunity for urban expansion and attaining
carbon neutrality. Considered that there is scope for more
than 100 dwelling capacity.
Development would also be deliverable.
Provides a relatively unconstrained, accessible and
sustainable opportunity for housing development and unlikely
to have a detrimental impact on surrounding road network.
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However, the capacity of the area to accommodate in excess
of 100 dwellings is questionable.
Option 7: East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
NSI/0158/00001

Supported but not in floodzone

CU/0195/00004

Any development would need to be supported by schooling
and car parking at Carpenders Park station.
Problems of bus provision, traffic capacity and access issues.

NSI/0141/00002
CU/0061/000003
CU/0061/000003

The Hartsbourne stream should be brought to the surface as
far as possible to provide amenity and mini flood plain habitat.
The nearest GP service is in Harrow Way, not in Oxhey Drive.
There is also a rail service (every 20 mins Mon-Sat and 30
mins. Sundays)

Option 8: East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
NSI/0158/00001

Supported but not on agricultural land

00322/00001

Other areas should be looked at first as unlike the other areas,
this site has never had alternative uses. It is Green Belt (and
Greenfield). Concerns about roads in the area (Woodside Rd,
High Elms Lane, Chequers Lane)- which are used as short
cuts to A405,M1,M25 and serve the two main secondary
schools in High Elms Lane- concern about speeding on these
roads, no adequate crossing at top of Woodside Road. The
roads in the area are limited by their capacity, width and
lighting and will be unlikely to cope with additional traffic; this
will lead to increase congestion and risk of accidents. There is
no mains drainage to the site and will be difficulty in
connecting to mains drainage. It may not be wise to build
dwellings next to the Eric Shepherd Unit and Warren Court
which houses men under the Mental Health Act. The area has
also been identified as a potential gypsy site (Scott Wilson
consultant report). The green belt status in the area should be
retained.

General
CU/0271/00001

All sites should be take forward; there is no obvious priority

NSO/0034/00001
(New Gospel Hall
Trust)

Phased approach suggested; hold back Options 6 and 7 as a
stage 2.

CU/0368/00001
00303/00001
00305/00001
NSI/0177/00001
NSI/0180/00001
NSI/0139/00002
NSI/0165/00001

None should be taken forward. Roads, infrastructure and
services are over stretched.
Areas which are closer to employment should be taken
forward (Locations 1-6)
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NSI/0203/00001
NSI/0210/00001
NSI/0235/00001
NSI/0238/00001
NSI/0243/00001
NSI/0273/00001
NSO/0069/00001
NSI/0251/00001
CU/0061/00002
CU/0035/00001
NSO/0054/00001
(British Waterways)
NSO/0089/00001
(Ramblers
Association)
NSO/0031/00001
(inland Waterways
Association)
NSO/0068/00001
(Herts Constabulary
Western Area)

SCO/0023/00004
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0006/00002
(HCC Environment)

SCO/0006/00002
(HCC Environment)

A number of the areas have environmental constraints; focus
should be on brownfield development
Density of development should be higher particularly on
Option 1, 2 and 4 to enable other Options not to progress.
As part of any development, opportunities should be taken to
take into account, improve and make better use of the
waterspaces and corridors, particularly the Grand Union Canal
in relation to Options 2, 3, and 4.

Options centred on Abbots Langley (1,4,8) would place
pressure on existing Neighbourhood Police facility run by the
Parish Council. Existing pressure comes from Ovaltine site
where developers failed to implement recommended crime
prevention measures, leading to theft from vehicles. Additional
3-4 constables and 2 PCSOs would be needed with Option 1
accounting for most of the increase. Also additional or new
accommodation to house the Neighbourhood team for Abbots
Langley would be needed- this needs to be considered
particularly as part of development proposals on Option 1.
Options 3,4,5,7 have been identified as having flood risk
constraints together with settlements at Batchworth,
Hampermill Wood, Loudwater, Moor Park, Rickmansworth,
Watford North and South and West Hyde. The Council’s
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will be used to undertake the
sequential approach for site allocations in accordance with
PPS25.
The County Council is satisfied with the principle of
development at all the broad housing locations,
notwithstanding any required improvements. There is some
concern over passenger transport accessibility in relation to
part of the area in Option 1, and it is likely that planning
obligations will be necessary to enhance services. There are
bigger concerns about Option 3 because high levels of
investment would be needed to deliver a viable sustainable
transport network, particularly in term of improving services in
the area. Once again planning obligations would be needed to
improve services.
The known archaeological information for the eight areas does
not represent a constraint upon development. However all of
them do contain archaeological potential and in accordance
with national planning guidance (PPG 16), pre-determination
archaeological assessments should be carried out if they are
formally adopted as development sites.
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SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

NSO/0077 (CPRE
Hertfordshire)

00319/00001

NSO/0078/00001
(Chilterns
Conservation
Board)
TRC/00002/00001

In terms of sustainability, growth should be directed to the five
principal settlements. The issue of highway infrastructure
capacity and the reduction in demand and use of the trunk
road network for local trips should be regarded as important
criteria. Analysis should focus on both transport sustainability
and traffic impact. Although there is the possibility of some
additional demand affecting the trunk road network from all
locations, there is also the potential for cumulative increases
in traffic if various combinations of sites are developed. Sites
1,4 and 5 are most likely to result in a material increase on the
Trunk Road Network as a result of either their potential site
and/or location. A Transport Evaluation/Assessment of the
potential impact upon the strategic network will need to be
done prior to the Highways Agency accepting in principle
development allocations. However at this stage there is a
preference for Sites 1,2,6,7 and 8 because they are the most
sustainable in terms of size and accessibility to services.
Taking into account our answer to question 4, we would
reluctantly give qualified acceptance to the following broad
locations: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (totalling 700-900 dwellings).
We consider the following locations to be both unacceptable
for housing development, being in the Green Belt, and
unnecessary because the identified shortfall of 700-919
dwellings is satisfied by the above locations: 6, 7 and 8.
With regard to Options 1 and 8 (Abbots Langley area), no
mention is made of Leavesden Green and Kingsway schools.
No GP surgery in Cobb Green. Transport, parking, school
capacity, drainage, wildlife issues in area.
No objection to any of the areas as none affect the Chilterns
AONB or its setting.

Ensure that ecological surveys of green and brownfield sites
are carried out. Brownfield sites may have a high ecological
value due to their undisturbed nature and accessible locations.
Ecological surveys should be carried out on sites, prior to their
identification as housing sites.

Sustainability Appraisal
The SA assesses each broad location against 33 criteria (attributes) which are set
out within three broad categories; Environmental Designations, Accessibility/Key
Services, Land Uses. For each Option, an assessment was made to identify any
conflicts between the attributes and the Options. The results of this are set out in full
in the SA which is available on www.threerivers.gov.uk. A summary of the SA in
relation to each Option is set out below:
Option 1: South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
This option is located on Greenbelt land, however, planning permission for an office
development on the site has already been granted and as such there is already some
inherent traffic in the surrounds of the site (any future mixed use scheme needs to be
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viewed in that context). The site suffers from some accessibility issues being over
1km from the nearest railway station and serviced by a limited bus service. Public
transport links and the surrounding road network may need to be upgraded as part of
any planning obligations (especially as the future development will be mixed use and there is likely to be additional daytime employment generated transport).
Option 2: West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
The most significant environmental conflict involved with the consideration of this site
is with the Oxhey Woods LNR which surrounds it, however, taking into account the
existing buildings and the proposal to maintain an open area as a buffer, impacts
upon setting and wildlife should be minimised. Any increase of pressure on
biodiversity aspects of the LNR resulting from rising
recreational use of the area derived from the increase in population, should be
carefully managed. The site is also on Greenbelt land, and given its location
(surrounded by Oxhey Woods) there could be opportunity to reinforce the integrity of
the Greenbelt in this area by re-establishing the site as an open area.
Option 3: South-East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
This site is restricted by several environmental factors, the most prominent of which
being the flood risk zones infringing its boundary (therefore at risk of flooding). The
site is also in close proximity to Croxley Common Moor SSSI which may be
particularly susceptible to construction noise impacts. However, due to the current
office / industry land use on the site, a precedence
has been set and impacts upon these environmental factors once redevelopment has
been complete, may even be less (e.g. use of SUDS). There are local amenities and
facilities however all are approximately 1km away and school / health facilities may
need upgrading.
Option 4: East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
This site is restricted by being surrounded by Greenbelt and a railway line. The main
environmental conflicts centre on the site having an Area of Archaeological
Importance within its footprint (with listed buildings in the vicinity). The area is also at
high risk of flooding due to the Flood Zones that extend through the proposed site.
Although the site has relatively high accessibility levels, there is a lack of education
facilities in the locality and this will need to be addressed. The site benefits from
essentially being a redevelopment of previously developed land (and encouraging
mixed use development).
Option 5: North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
This option is located on Greenbelt land, however planning permission for partial
redevelopment of the site into office space has already been granted. The potential
site is bordered by high risk Flood Zones. Access to the site is reasonable, although
increased public transport provision between Rickmansworth station and the
development would
be desirable. Enhanced healthcare and education provision would be required as
part of the development.
Option 6: North Croxley Green
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This site has several key restrictions to its development including the Greenbelt, lying
within a Conservation Area and direct impacts on a Listed Building. The site would
also require a significant improvement in nearby facilities (health, education, bus
services) and an upgrade of the local road network.

Option 7: East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
The key restriction to developing this site is its location within a Greenbelt, however,
its proximity to a Flood Zone 3a (adjacent) and the improvements needed in services
also need to be considered.
Option 8: East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
This option is located on Greenbelt land. It is likely that the development will
compromise the open character of the Greenbelt in this area.
In terms of which Options are the most sustainable and which should be taken
forward, the SA concludes the following:
The ‘Preferred’ Options
• Option 1: South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
• Option 8: East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
Options for potential further development and appraisal
• Option 7: East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
• Option 5: North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
• Option 4: East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
• Option 2: West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
Options for potential omission from further consideration
• Option 6: North Croxley Green
• Option 3: South-East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
Question 6: Are there other areas of the District that should be taken forward
as broad housing locations?
Other suggested areas

Numbers
supporting

Chorleywood
Moor Park
Loudwater
South Oxhey
Maple Cross
Northwood
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Percentage

15

16.7

11

12.2

7

7.8

6

6.7

5

5.6

5

5.6

Rickmansworth
Sarratt
Chandlers Cross
Mill End
West Hyde
Bedmond
East Croxley Green
North of Abbots Langley
Langleybury
North of Leavesden
Tolpits Lane
Batchworth Heath
Heronsgate
North Chorleywood
South of Watford
Responses

5

5.6

5

5.6

4

4.4

4

4.4

4

4.4

3

3.3

3

3.3

3

3.3

2

2.2

2

2.2

2

2.2

1

1.1

1

1.1

1

1.1

1

1.1

90

100

Summary of responses
•

•

The response on this question indicates a mixture of locations to be
considered for broad housing locations, though Chorleywood, Moor Park,
Loudwater, South Oxhey received most suggestions.
This would suggest that respondents support the principle of considering
other areas of the district for housing to ensure a balance across the district.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
NSI/0148/00001,
NSI/0161/00001
CU/0224/00001,
CU/0235/00001,
CU/0316/00001
NSI/0147/00001

Summary of comments

(West Hyde) area near to employment areas with good bus
routes, M25. Development along main roads to relieve
pressure.
Sarratt- has had no new housing.

NSI/0197/00001

Loudwater as it is not currently densely populated and

No more housing should be provided.
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NSI/0232/00001,
CU/0115/00001,
NSI/0195/00001
CU/0115/00001,
NSI/0195/00001,
NSI/0263/00001
CU/0095/00001
NSI/0194/00001
00305/00001

00325/00001
(HARI
Partnership)
NSI/0072/00001,
NSI/0146/00001
00325/00001
(HARI
Partnership)

NSO/0078/00001
(Chilterns
Conservation
Board)
CU/0281/00001
NSI/0099/00001,
CU/0054/00001
CU/0068/00001
NSO/0034/00001
(New Gospel Hall
Trust)

CU/0193/00003

development there would not affect as many people as the
other options.
Chorleywood: has good transport links, schools and local
shopping, currently small settlement area.
Moor Park: has good transport links, and currently small
settlement area, increase density to that of Croxley/ Langleys.
Higher ground Green Belt area East of Chandlers Cross.
Close to A41 access.
Rickmansworth is a good hub with direct train links to London.
The Council should investigate the possibility of expanding the
smaller, more affluent settlements of Sarratt, Chandlers Cross,
Belsize to avoid the possibility of exacerbating or creating
social problems in South Oxhey, Maple Cross and Croxley
Green. Expanding the smaller settlements would also maintain
the viability of existing and future local services. The Access to
services section identifies the lack of facilities in many of these
areas without proposing how overdeveloping existing areas
will assist in redressing this.
Rural areas e.g. Chorleywood and Sarratt, need to be
considered seriously as there is little other available land, they
are also areas of demand for affordable housing.
Priority should be given to developing existing brownfield sites
and urban areas which are close to rail and bus lines; where
schooling is not overstretched.
Any areas that can support and sustain development of this
nature. Land availability study and RSL research to add to LA
information, future needs of the district as informed by HMA.
Rural areas e.g. Chorleywood and Sarratt, need to be
considered seriously as there is little other available land, they
are also areas of demand for affordable housing.
AONB should not feature as a potential location for growth
(housing, employment, retail) as would fail tests of PPS7.

Land behind Arnett Hills School, wasteland at present.
The Bill Everett site , Watford Hospital and Football ground
and Cardiff Road (all in Watford Borough)
East of Rousebarn Lane, Croxley Green (good
communications, low impact on Green Belt)
Small scale 'filling out' of areas such as Bedmond, Toms Lane,
Bucks Hill, Chandlers Cross etc with a small release of Green
Belt land would be better than a few large scale
developments.
Some of the area currently occupied for light industrial use
between the old LNW railway line, the Metropolitan line and
Tolpits Lane. The area is gradually becoming more run down
and several units are unoccupied.
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Specific Sites Put Forwards
Respondent
Code
NSI/0002/00001,
CU/0314/00001
SCO/0040/00004
(Three Valleys
Water)
00306/00002

Summary of comments

00271/00001

Unused fields located at the Hall Farm. Fields front roads with
dwellings opposite so all services already exist.
Located to the north-east of Abbots Langley adjoining the built
up area. The existing access to the site is from Love Lane off
Bedmond Road.
Submit no 44/46 Vivian Gardens WD19 4PG as a potential
site for development for housing.
Site located on the west side of Railway Terrace between
Kings Lake to the north and Masters Yard to the south. The
western boundary of the site extends to the outlet from Kings
Lake which is close to the Grand Union Canal.
Griggs Field, Batchworth Heath.

NSO/0084/00001
(Ralph Trustees
Ltd)
NSI/0061/00002

It is considered that Langleybury House and the former
Langleybury School site would be a suitable broad housing
location within the District.
Land between South Oxhey and Eastbury (the Roughs).

SCO/0040/00002
(Three Valleys
Water)
NSI/0063/00002

Three Valleys Water depot site SW of Rickmansworth Town
Centre, north side of Stockers Farm Road.

00304/00001

00272/00001

NSI/0182/00001
withheld
00304/00002

SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
NSI/0039/00002
NSO/0004/00001
NSO/0036/00001

Land to the north of Bucknalls Lane, Watford which should be
released from the Green Belt.
Located directly on the Bedmond Road and next to Mansion
House Farm which was developed some years ago into a
number of separate dwellings.
253 Watford Rd and 33 Baldwins Lane to be designated as a
new residential development site.
North east of Bedmond (majority of site in St Albans).
Land between the southernmost extent of Kings Langley Lake
and Masters Yard to the south (opposite Harthall Lane) should
be included within East Kings Langley.
Playing field at Little Green School.

Land East of Kings Langley, South of Toms Lane and North of
Abbots Langley Kings Langley.
Adjacent to the Chapel Way/Bluebell Drive estate, Bedmond
which is close to all the above mentioned facilities.
North Chorleywood – Land to the West of Green Street and
South East of Chenies Road.
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00321/00001
00326/00001

00327/00001,
00321/00001

Housing on the Tolpits Lane frontage of Merchant Taylors
School site.
Site south of Longmore Close, a small gap between
established residential curtilages, greenbelt boundary should
be adjusted to incorporate the site up to the boundary with the
barn so as to align with the boundary around Longmore Close.

Royal Masonic School for Girls, Rickmansworth and Merchant
Taylors School, Northwood to be designated as a ‘Major
Developed Site’ within the Greenbelt.

From a map of the district in Attachment B, it can be seen where the general areas
coincide with the specific sites being put forward and it is therefore possible to
identify some general indicative ‘clusters’ which could be considered as additional or
alternative areas for broad housing development. Whilst these are not definitively
defined, they would appear to centre on the following areas:
•
•
•

North of Abbots Langley/Bedmond area
Chorleywood area
South Oxhey/Northwood/Watford South area

Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA recommends that sustainable criteria should be considered and
prioritises when determining locations including:
o Adequate distance from designated sites (including areas of
archaeological/ cultural heritage, landscape, geological and
biodiversity interest)
o Consideration of potential flood risk from Flood Zones (2 and 3) and
Groundwater protection zones
o Selection of areas taking into account the need for ‘future-proofing’
against the effects of climate change
o Accessibility to sources of employment, education, healthcare, leisure
facilities and retail centres
o Access to adequate public transport facilities
o Areas which allow and indeed encourage walking and cycling (health
and air quality benefits)
o Potential need for additional affordable housing
o Sites which are more amenable to the potential of onsite renewable
energy generation
o Sites where the existing utilities infrastructure/ superstructure will need
little or no upgrading
o Prioritise sites utilizing previously developed land
o Avoid overall loss of employment land particularly light industrial/
warehousing operations (as opposed to office space).
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Question 7: Do you agree in principle that parts of the District’s employment
areas at Leavesden, Kings Langley and Croxley Business Park should be
released for other uses?
Options
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Yes
188
90.8
No
Responses

19

9.2

207

100

Summary of responses
•
•

The response on this question indicates strong support (90% in favour) with
the Council’s proposal to release parts of the District’s employment areas.
This would suggest that respondents support the principle of introducing more
mixed use developments to balance the demand for homes and jobs in the
district

Detailed comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

CU/0390/00001

Land to be released if currently underused/ vacant

SCO/0003/00003
(East of England
Development
Agency)

Support the Council’s approach to retaining employment land
within the district where the need can be demonstrated. Need
to take account of emerging Regional Economic Strategy and
its objectives provision for for businesses (particularly based in
science and technology, research and innovation) and
maintaining and improving competitiveness of the London Arc
by ensuring its continued attractiveness as a location for
business. Guidance manual on Employment Land Reviews to
be published which should be considered in finalising core
strategy.
As the employment sites are of strategic importance, they
should be considered in a wider geographical context.

NSO/0052/00001
(Hertfordshire
Prosperity)
SCO/0008/00001
(Dacorum Borough
Council)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

The update to the SW Herts Employment Study will inform the
process of release of employment land in order to safeguard a
sufficient supply of employment land for future jobs growth in
response to revisions to the draft East of England Plan.
Release of some employment land for residential use should
satisfy both residential and employment spatial strategies.
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CU/0187/00001,
NSI/0260/00001
SCO/00006/00002
(Hertfordshire
County Council,
Environment
Department),
CU/0193/00003
NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)
SCO/0002/0003
(East of England
Regional Assembly)

Mixed use development would present significant
opportunities for sustainable travel to be encouraged through
site wide Travel Plans.
Release of land requires research into impacts on
unemployment levels, and should be completed in stages.
If employment land is to be released, high levels of investment
would be required in order to deliver a viable sustainable
transport network, and planning obligations towards service
provision would be necessary.

Release of land at Leavesden would allow more sustainable,
mixed use development to be brought forwards.
Three Rivers is part of the London Arc and intends to provide
an additional 4000 jobs, consistent with policy LA1 of the
Proposed Changes document.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

•

The SA promotes mixed use developments through release of parts of
employment areas, though it may not be appropriate in some areas to mix
residential development with industrial and warehousing. Mixed use
developments will also require inclusion of services and amenities to ensure
viability.
The SA encourages mixed use development and some release of office
space at Leavesden. Whilst the office space at Croxley Business Park is of
good quality and should be retained, there is opportunity to introduce
residential development through higher density development rather than
conversion of existing offices. The SA considers that the introduction of
residential into the Kings Langley Employment could be problematic given the
character of the area and present land uses, however it is noted that some
pockets within the area have recently converted to mixed
residential/employment uses and this trend may continue.
It is important that employment areas are retained to some extent and spread
evenly over the District as far as possible to help with out-commuting. The SA
also notes that it would be preferable for some office space to be converted to
units for small to medium sized businesses, warehousing and industry,
although not in areas also planned for conversion to residential.

Question 8: If so, what proportion of land from each Employment Area should
be released for other uses?
Options

Average
Proportion
(Percentage)
45.9

Leavesden Park
Croxley Business Park

32.4

Kings Langley Employment Area

33.5
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Summary of responses
•
•

The response on this question indicates support for release of between one
third and one half of land within each of the three employment areas.
Responses indicate a higher proportion of land should be released at
Leavesden Park (average 45.9%)

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
CU/0061/00001,
CU/0390/00001
SCO/0017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County Council,
Environment
Department),
NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)

Summary of comments
Given the projected oversupply of offices, reasonable to
release all sites (whether constructed or not) which have
remained vacant for a specified period.
Area to be released should be based on demand, and should
be balanced with wider proposals for the site to ensure
sustainable land use.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

•

The SA recognises that the projected oversupply of offices is largely as a
result of this site and as such it would be prudent to release the largest
amount of employment area from this location.
The SA recommends that mixed use development should be introduced to
Croxley Business Park through higher density development, therefore it would
only be necessary to release a small proportion of existing employment land.
In response to the industrial character and high value of Kings Langley, the
SA comments that only a small or negligible percentage of employment area
should be released.

Question 9: And if so, what other uses should be provided in the Employment
Areas?
Options

Uses

Employment
Area

Residential

Leavesden Park
Croxley Business
Park
Kings Langley
Employment Area

Live-Work
units

Other type
of
employmen
t

Community
Use

Other *

145

57

11

76

14

127

53

11

72

12

130

57

11

68

10
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*Others: Leavesden Park Others: education (9 responses), youth centre (1), GP (1),
place of worship (1). Croxley Business Park Others: education (8), youth centre (1),
leisure centre (1). Kings Langley Employment Area Others: education (7), youth
centre (1), place of worship (1).
Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strong support for release of
employment areas for residential and community uses.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
NSO/0052/00001
(Hertfordhire
Propserity)
NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)
NSO/0068/0001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)

Summary of comments
There may be scope for live-work units, though these can be
very hard to monitor and manage.
Uses should be mixed to enable sustainable development
Leavesden Park suitable for a new police Area HQ with
associated custody suite to serve the Constabulary’s Western
Area as area between Watford and Hemel Hempstead with
good access to the primary road network.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

The SA recommends that at Croxley Park and particularly at Leavesden the
majority of land released should be for housing, however essential that some
land is also released to services and amenities for mixed use developments to
function viably. Provision of public open space should also accompany
development, supporting not only social and human health objectives, but also to
help address the urban heat island effect.
The SA also states that it would be preferable if some employment areas were
converted from office space to units for small to medium sized businesses,
warehousing and industry. Existing office space in Kings Langley employment
area may be a good candidate for release to industry and warehousing land use.

Question 10: Should Maple Lodge site be planned as an extension to the Maple
Cross employment area?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Responses

Summary of responses
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Percentage

115

62.2

70

37.8

185

100

•

•

The response on this question indicates support for the Maple Lodge Site as
an extension of the Maple Cross employment area, although this is not totally
clear-cut.
This would suggest that respondents accept the potential for this area to
complement existing office provision at Maple Cross.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

TRC/0001/00001,
CU/0193/00003,
NSI/0260/00001
CU/0382/00001,
CU/0371/00001
CU/0038/00001,
CU/0061/00002
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)

Land should be developed as strategically placed for transport
connections, but with care because of environmental
constraints
Empty office buildings in the district should be used before
building new ones.
Building should not encroach on Greenbelt, cause flood risk
and the LNR should be protected.
Although an established employment area, Maple Cross
represents a less sustainable opportunity for further
employment than other possible options. Depending on scale,
the expansion of this site will have a direct impact on J17 of
the M25 (~1km from site). Therefore an evaluation of transport
implications of development on this site should be undertaken
to provide the necessary evidence that impacts can be
properly managed.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA indicates that whilst there are environmental constraints in this area such
as being within the Green Belt and bordering a flood risk zone and accessibility
issues, there is potential for the development of a viable mixed use scheme with
added services and amenities, though this should only be prioritised if done in
conjunction with the residential development option.

Question 11: If so, what type of employment uses should be planned for the
Maple Lodge site?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Light industrial
Offices
Warehousing
Other*
Responses

Percentage

67

41.9

56

35.0

28

17.5

9

5.6

160

100

*Other: retail (2), leisure (2), hotel (2), mixed use (1), live-work (1), education (1).
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Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strongest support for employment
land at Maple Cross to be office or light industrial land use (combined 77.3%).

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
NSO/0052/00001
(Hertfordshire
Prosperity)
CU/0115/00001

Summary of comments
Warehousing should be avoided if at all possible. It has a high
land take with very few low value jobs.
Hotel as good access to transport and motorway

Sustainability Appraisal
•

As per Question 10. Also, to support employment diversity, some light
industry and warehousing space should be made available, although this
should not be in close proximity to proposed residential areas and at furthest
distance from Stockers Lake (i.e. it should be clustered to the north west of
the site).

Question 12: Do you think the East Carpenders Park employment area should
be retained as employment use?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Responses

Percentage

63

37.3

106

62.7

169

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates support for releasing land at the East
Carpenders Park employment area for other uses.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0003/00003

Summary of comments
No concern over area as small site, on the fringe of an existing
urban area, next to a railway station and some distance from
the trunk road network.
EEDA supports the Council’s approach to retaining
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(East of England
Development
Agency)
SCO/0008/00001
(Dacorum
Borough Council)
CU/0373/00001,
CU/0382/00001,
CU/0390/00001
CU/0195/00004

employment land within the district where the need can be
demonstrated.
The site is suitable for residential development as it is close to
the railway station and in a wholly residential area. The flood
zone running through the site would impact an employment
area similarly to residential.
Employment use should be retained if the area is in use and in
demand.
If housing built at E Carpenders Park, Delta Gain could be
used for light industrial units. If land released, unsuitable for
residential but could be suitable for retail and car parking.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

The area is accessible and there are relatively few environmental conflicts,
though a flood zone does extend through the site. There are opportunities to
promote as part of a viable mixed use development and to improve the
environment through landscaping.

•

The SA recommends that the area is retained for employment use, and this is
reinforced by the intention to potentially develop additional residential areas at
south east Carpenders Park.

Question 13: If not, what other uses should be planned for this area?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Residential
Live- Work Units
Other*
Responses

Percentage

101

67.3

33

22.0

16

10.7

150

100

*Others: community facilities (6), leisure (2), retail (2), youth club (2), car parking (2),
education (1), open space (1).
Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strongest support (two thirds in
favour) of release of the East Carpenders Park employment area for
residential uses.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
SCO/0017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County Council,

Summary of comments
The site would clearly lend itself to residential development,
though there may be implications for education provision in
the area.
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Environment
Department)
CU/0009/00002
Successful employment should be encouraged to stay.
Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA recognises that as a result of good access to transport links, local
centres and residential areas, there is potential for promotion as a viable
mixed use development. As a result of constrained access by road,
employment uses should be focused on offices which have a higher number
of employees and may be adequately serviced by public transport.

Question 14: Do you agree that office space accommodation in Rickmansworth
Town Centre should generally be retained?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Responses

Percentage

135

67.2

66

32.8

201

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates support (two thirds in favour) in
favour of retaining existing office space in Rickmansworth Town Centre.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
CU/0324/00001,
CU/0281/00001,
CU/0115/00001,
00270/00001
SCO/0003/00003
(East of England
Development
Agency)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)
CU/0382/00001,
CU/0390/00001,
CU/0035/00001,
00276/00001
CU/0193/00003

Summary of comments
Office space should be retained, but should not be increased
any further.

EEDA supports the Council’s approach to retaining
employment land within the district where the need can be
demonstrated.
Office accommodation in Rickmansworth Town Centre is well
located and accessible by public transport and therefore
should be retained. If a site is no longer commercially viable,
then other uses should be sought, such as residential.
Office space should be retained if in use and in demand only.

Office space to be retained to preserve local facilities, as
without offices, the town would be empty during much of a
weekday and cease to be economically viable as a retail
centre.
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Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA recognises that as there are many small offices throughout the town,
particularly above shops, there are few direct environmental implications to
redeveloping these sites.

•

The SA recommends that it would be preferable for Rickmansworth Town
Centre to retain its existing office space wherever possible so that it can
continue to function as a viable mixed use development.

Question 15: And if not, what other uses would you wish to see in its place?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Residential
Retail
Leisure
Other*
Responses

Percentage

70

52.2

37

27.6

25

18.7

2

1.5

134

100

*Others: community (1), office/ residential split (1).
Summary of responses
•

Of the minority not favouring the retention of office space in Rickmansworth
Town Centre (Q14), most of these support residential use as an alternative.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
CU/0272/00001

CU/0281/00001

Summary of comments
Use of land should depend on the location in the town: if on
the edge of the centre residential; if in the centre retail. It
would be good to see provision for youth activity.
There are sufficient cafes and estate agents, no more!

Sustainability Appraisal
•

As per Question 14.
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Question 16: Which key centre do you prefer as a locational centre for future
retail growth?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Option A- Rickmansworth
Option B- Rickmansworth and Abbots Langley
Option C- All five key centres
Option D- One or two centres only
Responses

Percentage

25

14.3

34

19.4

60

34.3

56

32.0

175

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question is quite mixed, with the most support for
Option C (all five key centres), or option D (one or two key centres only),
accounting for two thirds of the responses in total.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
CU/0369/00001,
CU/0371/00001,
NSI/0260/00001
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)

SCO/0002/00003
(East of England
Regional
Assembly)

CU/0272/00001,
CU/0061/00002,

Summary of comments
Not convinced of a need for additional retail development

In accordance with PPS6, Rickmansworth should be the focus
for retail development with the adoption of a sequential
approach to site selection. Retail development should also be
provided in the remaining four key centres to ensure for the
self sufficiency of those settlements. Nevertheless, the
adopted strategy would need to be carefully conceived to
ensure for the continued vitality and viability of all centres in
the District.
Location of retail development is largely a local consideration,
although if additional retail land is required, it should meet the
full range of the town centres identified needs as per policy
SS6 of the Proposed Changes document. The use of a recent
Retail capacity study is welcomed in providing the evidence
base for future retail need.
Need to consider retail outside Three Rivers which residents
can use
Retail growth should be in locations accessible by non-car
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CU/0193/00003

modes, and the retention of free short term parking to
overcome the pull of Watford

00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Problem is the high cost of rents in town centres, therefore
difficulty over encouraging additional retail to locate here
where there are already vacant units.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

The SA indicates that Option C (all five key centres) is potentially the most
sustainable in so far as encouraging the viability of all centres in the district. If
just one or two centres are selected for growth (as in options A, B and C), this
may be at the expense of the viability of other key centres. However, there is
a risk that spreading the development relatively thinly across all five centres
may not fully address the needs of any one centre. Nevertheless, as long as
centres can provide the basic daily requirements shoppers this is likely to be
sufficient to meet needs the majority of time, thereby avoiding the need to
travel further.
Option C would be preferable in ensuring the viability of all key mixed use
centres, leading to an overall decrease in shopping trips between centres. It
would also ensure residents in outlying areas would have less distance to
travel in comparison to options A, B and D. This option would also lead to a
more even spread of employment opportunities.

Question 17: With regard to Option D, which centres should be considered for
enlargement and/or improvement?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Abbots Langley
South Oxhey
Rickmansworth
Chorleywood
Croxley Green
Responses

Percentage

77

31.2

70

28.3

60

24.3

17

6.9

23

9.3

247

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strongest support for Abbots
Langley, Rickmansworth and South Oxhey as centres to be considered for
retail growth if one or two centres only as a focus for retail growth was the
preferred approach

Detailed comments
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Respondent
Code
00270/00001,
CU/0368/00001
CU/0271/00001

Summary of comments
Improvement of centres only, not enlargement
Area for enlargement should be demand based

Sustainability Appraisal
•

As per Question 16.

Question 18: Do you agree with the measures listed to improve the transport
network in the District?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Total

Percentage

161

84.7

29

15.3

190

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this indicates that the majority of respondents agree with the
both the policy measures (eg. reduce congestion, increase non car modes of
travel) and physical measures (eg. implementing the Croxley Rail Link,
promoting cycling, controlled parking) put forward to improve the transport
network in the district.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

CU/0271/00001

Summary of comments
Need to tie in options for growth and any potential
dependencies on transport improvements; further transport
assessment would appear necessary in respect of
development locations where significant constraints exist. This
should identify the need or otherwise for any key items of
transport infrastructure. Core Strategy should also set a clear
framework for demand management to ensure developers
come forward with measures to minimise traffic generated by
development.
Support measures which seek to reduce the need to travel
and the transport intensity of economic activity, and to
promote cycling, walking and the use of public transport as
alternatives to the private car. These measures should reduce
transport impacts on the natural environment and human
health both directly and indirectly.
Policy measures all yes except controlled parking. Support
cycle strategy; enhance local shopping areas and highway
improvements.
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CU/0193/00003

There is no need to extend the Rickmansworth CPZ or carry
out a survey before Waitrose and the new station car park
have been opened and impact assessed.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

The SA states that none of the policy measures suggested in the consultation
document conflict with the objectives of the SA and support physical transport
measures.
In terms of the physical measures the SA supports implementation of the Croxley
Rail Link, cycle strategy and enhancement of local shopping centres, continued
highway improvements, together with a balance of improved accessibility to town
and local centres alongside with parking restraint measures.

Question 19: Are there any other specific measure needed to improve
transportation in the District to address future development pressures?
Measures

Numbers
supporting

Measures to improve/ extend/ reduce cost of
public transport network
Increased parking provision/ reduced parking
restrictions
Highway improvement measures
Implementation of Croxley Rail Link
Measures to extend/ improve cycle network
Increased provision/ reduced cost of parking at
stations
Encourage walking to school/ walking buses, and
pedestrian improvements
Increased parking restrictions
Increased provision of cycle facilities
Park and ride/ tram system
Green Travel Plans
Improved cross-district public transport facilities
Improved school transport
Oppose M25 widening
Reduce the need to travel
Provision of facilities for disabled people
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Percentage

44

36.7

11

9.2

10

8.3

10

8.3

8

6.7

5

4.2

4

3.3

4

3.3

4

3.3

4

3.3

3

2.5

3

2.5

3

2.5

3

2.5

2

1.7

1

0.8

Restrictions on large/ four wheel drive vehicles
Responses

1

0.8

120

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this expands upon the measures already put forward in the
consultation document and indicates high support for improving the public
transport network in the district, including implementation of the Croxley Rail
Link. There is also support for highway improvement measures and increased
parking provision in the district.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)
NSO/0034/00001
(The New Gospel
Hall Trust)
NSI/0099/00001
CU/0061/00002
NSI/0212/00001

NSI/0039/00002
SCO/0027/0002
(Network Rail)

00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Summary of comments
Support recommendations made on page 24 of the SA/SEA
that more transport policy measures directed towards
environmental protection would be appropriate.
Focus on traffic management rather than restraints and bans.
Look at transport provision and traffic flow during rush hour
and shape public transport provision and traffic control
measures to meet the needs of the workers
Provide more industry in Watford/ Three Rivers areas so that
people do not have to travel as much
A pedestrians' strategy is needed, as walking is a key
transport mode which is neglected more than any other.
Ensure ticket offices are kept open to the public.
The allocation of land for development should consider the
accessibility of services and the ability to access public
transport and employment.
Scope of the Croxley Link project yet to be determined, but
unlikely to result in the reopening of Croxley Green Station as
rail link severed during construction of the bypass (some land
at Croxley Green Station could therefore become available
for development in future).
Project to extend Bakerloo line northwards to Watford is in
the very early stages, but could result in Carpenders Park
linking to the underground network.
The uncertainty over the location of health facilities in the
future makes it difficult to plan around this. Public transport to
hospitals is very difficult and parking charges excessive. Free
parking important in encouraging people to use local shops
and retaining vitality and viability (though not totally
sustainable.)

Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA states that there is a slight lack of policy measures relating to
environmental protection. Though this may be covered by Generic DC policies, it
may be appropriate to include measures to increase rural accessibility and
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increase accessibility for areas of social/ economic deprivation; likely to be
through focussed public transport provision.
•

The SA also advises inclusion of physical measures relating to flooding and
transport infrastructure, for example through highway improvement works
including installation of Sustainable Urban Drainage Scheme (SUDS). Also
support for the principles of sustainable freight distribution, Green Travel Plans,
encouragement of hybrid vehicles.

Question 20: Do you think the list covers the right issues to be covered under
Generic Development Control policies?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Responses

Percentage

155

92.3

13

7.7

168

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strong support with the Council’s
proposed Generic Development Control Policies to be used as a basis for
assessing planning applications.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

A policy needed to include standards and guidance relating to
the provision of indoor sports facilities as well as outdoor
provision.
Policies needed that maintain and improve the canal system.

NSO/0054/00001
(British Waterways)
SCO/0006/00002
(Hertfordshire
County Council)

NSO/0080/00005
(Home Builders
Federation)

SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

With reference to sustainable development topics, a policy
reference needed to both the checklist outlined in the SPD
and the Building Futures Guide. Need to have an overarching
“making development more sustainable policy” in addition to
more specific policies. Important that thresholds and targets
for on-site renewable energy are proposed by emerging LDDs.
Planning policy should be concerned solely with removing
barriers to the siting or development of new innovations such
as wind turbines, CHP plants and other energy generation
equipment. It should not seek to control the power within
dwellings or be concerned with the fabric of the building which
is covered by the Code for Sustainable Homes.
Appropriate to include strategic level DC policies in Core
Strategy but more detailed matters/policies would be more
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appropriately accommodated within a DC policies document.
The proposed transport related policies should also cover
demand management to ensure traffic kept to a minimum, eg
Travel Plans and should be addressed through sustainable
development and/or communications.
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)
SCO/0006/00002
(Hertfordshire
County Council)

Full account of relevant comments made in the SA/SEA
Report on this subject (Section 6).
Specific reference to the preservation and enhancement of
biodiversity needed in criterion 3 in the Environment and
Resource Conservation section.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

The SA undertakes a detailed assessment of each of the policy topic areas
and criteria put forward in the consultation document. Most of these are
considered to either have a potentially positive relationship with the SA
objectives or the impact is classified as uncertain at this stage (the policies
and criteria need to be worked up in more detail in order for impacts to be
fully assessed). A small number are identified as potentially conflicting with
SA objectives. Recommendations are made in relation to developing each
topic area/criteria further and these will need to be considered as part of the
Preferred Options stage.

Question 21: Are there any issues that are missing?
Issues

Numbers
supporting

Education provision
Transport
Healthcare facility provision
Flooding
Parks and open spaces
Biodiversity protection
Water and resource conservation
Affordable housing
Parking
Greenbelt
Leisure and cultural facilities
Noise/ light
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Percentage

22

19.5

14

12.4

10

8.8

6

5.3

6

5.3

5

4.4

5

4.4

4

3.5

4

3.5

4

3.5

3

2.7

3

2.7

Renewable energy/ climate change
Sustainable communities/ community facilities
Crime prevention and community safety
Facilities for older people
Major developed sites in the Greenbelt
Religious/ worship facilities
Trees/ woodlands/ hedgerows
Youth facilities
AONB conservation
Economic viability
Employment land reuse
Gypsy and Traveller provision
Historic environment
Hotels
Landscape character
Retail
Utilities
Responses

3

2.7

3

2.7

2

1.8

2

1.8

2

1.8

2

1.8

2

1.8

2

1.8

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

1

0.9

113

100

Summary of responses
•

A range of more specific issues are put forward for consideration in addition
to those set out in the consultation document with education, transport and
healthcare considerations being the most popular.

Detailed Comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

NSI/0197/00001

Protection and provision of open spaces, parks and children’s
play space for recreation should be included.
Sustainable development should have policies relating to a
selection of materials to reduce energy consumption.
DC Policies should make specific reference to economic

TRC/0001/00001
NSO/0085/00001
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(National Grid
Property Ltd.)

viability of development sites – particularly previously
developed or brownfield land where there are higher costs
involved.

SCO/0017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County Council
Corporate Services)

Affordable housing policies must take account of need for
provision for special needs; these policies could result in
building different formats with particular locational and support
requirements. Should include residential care homes, nursing
homes, extra care housing delivered through socially funded
schemes from the private sector.
Specific reference to renewable energy
implementation/incorporate solar energy into buildings.
Provision of worship/religious facilities.

CU/0283/00001
CU/0319/00001
NSO/0078/00001
(Chilterns
Conservation
Board)
NSO/0025/00001
(Wm Morrison
Supermarkets Plc.)
NSO/0029/00001
(The Theatres
Trust)
NSO/0068/00001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)
SCO/0023/00004
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

NSO/0084/00001
(Ralph Trustees
Ltd.)

NSO/0084/00001
(Ralph Trustees
Ltd.)

SCO/0026/00002
(English Heritage)

NSO/0034/00002,
NSO/0055/00001

Conservation and enhancement of Chilterns AONB to be
included in DC Policy.

Should contain policy outlining the circumstances where
alternative uses on employment sites may be considered
appropriate.
DC Policies to provide specific criteria on the provision of
adequate cultural facilities for the community.
Issues of community safety and crime prevention should be
added to Design Section (Suggested policy wording provided).
The Core Strategy should include all of the recommended DC
policies within the emerging Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.
Policy to include the protection of landscape character – in line
with PPS7 and PPS9 (paragraph 7 & 9). The issues identified
in the SA/SEA related to resource use and climate change
should be expanded upon in DC Policies. Range of topic
areas put forward for inclusion.
The Grove and Langleybury site be designated as Major
Developed Sites within the emerging DPD and proposals map.
That the criterion based policy for major developed sites in the
Green Belt should be carried over into the emerging generic
DC Policies.
Tourism – policies to protect and support tourism related
businesses such as hotels are needed. It should be
recognized that it is also appropriate to locate such uses
outside the main urban areas. The growth of established
tourism business in the greenbelt should be supported subject
to Greenbelt policies being satisfied
DC Policies should avoid repeating Government guidance.
Policies should be specific to the distinctive character of the
district and founded on the evidence base for the historic
environment.
Concern that no mention of provision for moral and spiritual
needs of prospective population. Projections indicate will need
to provide at least 2 new meeting rooms (churches) within
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00325/00001
00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

next 5 yrs to meet community needs, and at least 1 to be in
3R. Many other faith communities with similar needs and
should be considered.
Policy on penalties for under-threshold of affordable housing
schemes and schedule of rates.
As energy input is lower for conversion of existing building
than for new build, possibility of including policies in LDF to
encourage conversion rather than demolition.

Sustainability Appraisal
The identifies the following potential issues that are missing or could be expanded
upon include:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Energy efficiency - consideration of energy efficiency within new
developments.
Sustainable Construction - requiring the use of sustainable construction
techniques for a new developments or redevelopments.
Climate Change - encouraging innovative design when ‘future-proofing’ new
developments and infrastructure to take into account the causes and effects
of climate change.
Water Resource Usage - requirements encouraging innovative forms of water
storage (e.g. rainwater collection, storage in old mineral working sites) and
water usage efficiency within new developments.
Minerals and Waste - reclamation and the use of unstable land; need to
investigate the potential for future water storage opportunities at previous
extraction sites may be opportune.
Transport - consideration of opportunities for upgrading public transport and
green transport facilities; the need to upgrade local highway infrastructure and
public transport provision to cater for any new developments
Social and Human Health Issues- promoting walking and cycling; specific
policy area on hospitals and healthcare

Question 22: Are there any issues that should not be included?
Issues

Numbers
supporting

Gypsy and Traveller provision
Replacement of dwellings in the Greenbelt
Tourism
Sustainable development
Mix of housing
Utility provision
Responses
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Percentage

2

25.0

2

25.0

1

12.5

1

12.5

1

12.5

1

12.5

8

100

Summary of responses
•

Of the small number of responses on this question, a range of issues that
should not be included in DC Policies were put forward including gypsy and
traveler provision and replacement dwelling sin the Green Belt.

Detailed comments

Respondent Code

Summary of comments

NSO/0088/00003
(Fairview New
Homes)

Inappropriate to include policies relating to the mix of housing
and that the concept imposes unjustified level of control on the
house building industry. Need an appropriate level of flexibility
for house builders to determine the appropriate requirements
of a site based on market and commercial considerations.
Spatial strategies that ultimately seek to create sustainable
communities should not be worked around corporate business
plans.

00305/00001

Sustainability Appraisal
As per Questions 21 and 22.
Question 23: Do you think the range of policy issues listed should be taken
forwards as planning obligations in developing the LDF?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Responses

Percentage

143

96.0

6

4.0

149

100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question clearly supports the range of policy issues
listed in the consultation document that should be taken forward as planning
obligations in the LDF.
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Detailed Comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

Range of policy issues identified supported as provision is
made for obligations to be sought towards open space and
recreational facilities. Planning obligations to be secured
towards indoor sports facilities as well as outdoor provision.
This would be justified in order to help address the built facility
provision deficiencies identified in the Councils Open Space
Strategy that would be exacerbated by the additional demands
of new development.
Planning obligations to be used for the enhancement and
improvement of tow path and canal and its historic and
amenity value.
Should include the implementation of community safety/crime
prevention measures incorporated into developments and/or
contributions to community safety/rime reduction measures.
Planning obligations should be guided by the aim of creating
sustainable communities.
The use of planning obligations should comply with Circular
05/2005. It should be made clear that contributions should be
negotiated on a site by site basis and they should not be used
to achieve wider planning objectives that are not necessary to
allow consent to be given for a particular development.
There cannot be grounds for a blanket demand for open
space/recreational facilities. Contributions to education can
only be the case where there is a shortage of school capacity.
Where the existing healthcare facilities have capacity there
can be no grounds for assuming S.106 will be supportable. No
grounds that PCTs should be funded by housing development.
Sustainable transport – where sites already well accessed by
non car options this should be stated. There should be no
blanket demand for contributions to facilities which are already
supporting such sites. Highway contributions for
improvements can only validly be taken where a particular
development generates the need for the works.
Planning contribution section should be strengthened in the
preferred options to ensure Network Rail obtains contributions.
Would welcome support of Council to improve stations and
maintain railway network. The Council should pool obligations
from developers in line with Circular 05/2005 to mitigate their
impact on the railway. Note that contributions may be spent
out of the area in order to see benefits within the area.
In view of the amount of new build envisaged (4000), there will

NSO/0054/00001
(British Waterways)
NSO/0068/00001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)

NSO/0088/00003
(Fairview New
Homes)

NSO/0061/00002
(R.Bishop and R.
Rayne)

SCO/0027/00001
(Network Rail)

SCO/0057/00006
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(Natural England)

00325/0001 (HARI
Partnership)

SCO/0018/00004
(Abbots Langley
Parish Council)

be some large scale off-site negative effects. Planning
contributions should be used to offset these as well as
providing more ocalized on-site mitigation and
compensation.
Advocate the earliest possible involvement of the RSL in
negotiating the 106; negotiations are least painful and quicker
where Las publish clear and up-to-date guidance on their
requirements. Also helpful if Las use the 106 to specify that
the affordable units must meet certain standards.
Concerned at the minimal provision of additional
infrastructure, resources, facilities and amenities. Also that
local health facilities have been cut and that Abbots Langley
Parish area has already had to cope with far more new
housing than anywhere in the District and the existing
infrastructure are unable to sustain further housing
development.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

•

•

There are no sustainability conflicts with the policy issues listed above, and
indeed most would make a valid contribution towards ensuring the sustainability
of new developments. All should be taken forward as planning obligations in
developing the LDF.
The ‘Highway Improvements’ obligation could be made more specific to include
the need for incorporation of vegetative treatment systems and SUDS within
highway improvements and also that any improvements should be carried out in
a manner not adversely affecting the environment.
Planning obligations relating to the energy / resource efficiency of any new
housing development might be considered when not already included as an
integral requirement of the design. Specifically, obligations relating to sustainable
construction methods and materials, sustainable design (incorporating energy
efficiency and use of renewable energy), and specified energy efficiency levels
during operation. Developers should where appropriate include future proofing in
the design against climate change.
Contributions towards waste management infrastructure might also be another
consideration as a planning obligation, particularly towards recycling facilities in
the local community.

Question 24: Are there any particular obligations you think we should
prioritise?
Obligations

Numbers
supporting

Healthcare
Open space, sport, leisure and recreation
Sustainable transport
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Percentage

27

17.0

24

15.1

24

15.1

Education
Affordable housing
Nature conservation and landscaping
Highway improvements
Environment and resource conservation
Youth/ childcare facilities
Community facilities/ libraries
Fire hydrants
Responses

22

13.8

21

13.2

17

10.7

11

6.9

6

3.8

4

2.5

2

1.3

1

0.6

159

100

Summary of responses
The response on this question indicates that planning obligations for healthcare,
open spaces and recreation, sustainable transport, education, affordable housing
and nature conservation are the areas that respondents would like to see prioritised.
Detailed Comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

NSI/0141/00001

Environmental issues. Renewable energy and energy
conservation in new housing. Much improved housing design
fully to meet modern family life-styles.
To include Youth and Childcare, Libraries and fire hydrants.

SCO/0017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County Council
Corporate Services)
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

00276/00001

00325/00001 (HARI
Partnership)

Priorities should be informed by robust assessments of
existing and future needs for all of the key infrastructure. In the
context of sport and recreation, the Council’s recent Open
Space, Sport and Recreation Facilities Assessment should be
used for informing priorities, for example in addressing
deficiencies in a particular type of facility.
Agree with the point made in the SA/SEA that relative
priorities will need to be adjusted according to the location and
characteristics of particular development proposals. To take
an example, planning obligations related to nature
conservation should definitely have much higher priority for
development close to or directly affecting designated wildlife
sites than for one which is not.
Protection and controlled use of open spaces, reuse of
housing stock that can be revamped to provide quality
affordable housing.
The issue of obligations can cause developments
(predominantly affordable) to become un-viable and there
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should be some recognition of this either by introducing
relevant obligations or recognising other services provided by
RSLs (if RSL led development) in the area/ district.
NSO/0077 (CPRE
We regard it as critical that developers should pay for the
Hertfordshire)
infrastructure and services necessitated by new development,
both directly and indirectly. The existing infrastructure is
already stretched to capacity, and the addition of
approximately 4,000 dwellings will put demands on transport,
water, education and health care facilities that must be
provided for before the development takes place.
NSO/0085/00001
The priority given to potential planning obligation “heads of
(National Grid
terms” should be guided by the over – arching objectives of
Property Ltd)
the plan. Rather than being prescribed through policy,
planning obligations should have regard to individual site
circumstances (including viability and the abnormal costs
inherent in bringing brownfield land forward) and be based
upon robust and transparent assessments of local need.
Sustainability Appraisal
•

Obligations should be prioritised in relation to the area that each particular
development is proposed for. For example, it will be clear that in some areas of
the District education and / or healthcare facilities are overstretched and in these
areas the relevant planning obligations should be prioritised.

•

Access issues should sometimes be given the priority with focus upon public
transport and highway infrastructure improvements. Three Rivers District
Council’s ‘Access to Services Study’ (January, 2007) should enable the needs of
each settlement to be assessed and hence planning obligations to be prioritised
accordingly

Question 25: In securing planning obligations as part of development, do you
favour a ‘discretionary’ approach or a ‘standard’ charge approach?
Approach
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Discretionary
126
67.7
Standard charge
Responses

60

32.3

186

100

Summary of responses
•

The responses indicate that a discretionary approach is the preferred approach to
securing planning obligations over a standard charge by a ratio of about 2:1.

Detailed Comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

CU/0272/00001

Standard charge approach would ensure all developers
consider the implications on environment.
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NSO/0085/00001
National Grid
Property Ltd.)
SCO/00017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County Council
Corporate Services)

NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

NSO/0054/00001
(British Waterways)
NSO/0025/00001
WM. Morrison
Supermarkets Plc.)
SCO/002/00003
(East of England
Regional Assembly)
NSO/0068/00001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)

NSO/0088/00001
(Fairview New
Homes)
NSO/0080/00005
(Home Builders
Federation)

SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

NSI/0061/00002

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

A standard charge approach could increase certainty for
developers and the Council and obviate the need for
protracted negotiations before planning permissions are
released.
For developments up to 300 dwellings a standard charge
approach would be appropriate, for larger developments a
discretionary approach would be preferred. Any further
residential development in Three Rivers is likely to put further
demand on primary schools. Generally at secondary level
there is some spare capacity except in the Maple Cross area.
Standard charge approach can offer greater potential for
ensuring that all new developments make appropriate
provision for meeting the infrastructure needs that they create
and more likely to secure obligations from small developments
which have a cumulative impact. It also offers advantages in
relation to the speed of securing planning obligations and the
certainty for developers.
Prefer discretionary approach in relation to development that
affects the use of the canal system.
Support a flexible approach and would like to see delivery of
planning obligations through the use of negotiated agreement
for all sites regardless of size and nature.
EERA’s consistent position has been that Local Authorities
should seek to gain funding to help delivery of infrastructure.
The mechanisms for this are a local matter.
The Constabulary supports the use of the standard charge as
increased pressure on local services will arise from the
cumulative effect of small to medium scale developments
which could otherwise slip through the net if dealt with on a
discretionary basis.
Support a discretionary site by site approach whereby each
development is treated on its merits taking into account site
characteristics and constraints.
Some HBF Members are attracted by the idea of standard
charges because of transparency but the problem is ensuring
that charges set do not make sites financially unviable to
develop (particularly brownfield provision). If this happens
there will be need for greater provision on Greenfield land
instead.
Approach should follow policy set out in Circular 02/2007
whereby on a case by case basis. Planning obligations
should be approached on a case by case basis where
highway improvements are to be secured as a result of the
development although this does not rule out the use of the
standard charge approach in addition. A discretionary
approach rather than a standard charge will provide greater
control over the delivery of necessary highway infrastructure
and demand management.
The discretionary approach is preferred as it would allow the
most even application of S106 expectations. Not all sites will
generate the same need for obligation contributions nor will all
sites be able to fund them on an equal basis.
Agree with SA/SAE that a hybrid approach may be
appropriate. A system could presumably be developed which
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(a) defines a standard charge for developments below a size
threshold but (b) allows the LPA to negotiate contributions
above a standard charge rate for individual large
developments, as these are likely to create larger, more
variable and more specific effects requiring provision of
specific infrastructure of various forms on site and off.

Sustainability Appraisal

•

•

The ‘discretionary case by case approach’ is the preferred approach as it allows
prioritisation to be implemented on a case by case basis and is the most flexible
approach. However it should be integrated with requirement for smaller sites to
contribute as well by means of a formula; in essence a kind of hybrid approach.
Using the standard charge alone may result in a lack of transparency and
delivery of funds and may be used away from the localised area of the
development.

Question 26: Do you agree with the Council carrying out the actions listed as
part of developing an Implementation and Monitoring strategy?
Options

Numbers
supporting

Yes
No
Responses

Percentage

152

96.2

6

3.8

158

100

Summary of responses
The responses indicate that respondents were strongly in agreement with the
proposed actions as part of developing an Implementation and Monitoring Strategy.
Detailed Comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

CU/0193/00003

Strategy to be widely published and openly debated each year
and any changes on assumptions, government regulations or
planning rules be clearly stated together with their impact on
the plan.
Monitoring and implementation of planning policies should
include monitoring of the effects on the environment (both
positive and negative), and the monitoring the effectiveness of
mitigation and compensation measures designed to offset any
negative effects. This will require selection and monitoring of
an appropriate set of environmental indicators. Council needs
to work closely with those working on the SA/SEA and
environmental bodies such as the HBRC and the HMWT, to

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)
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identify suitable indicators.

Sustainability Appraisal
•

•

•

•

The SA supports working with others to ensure that adequate provision is made
to deliver the required land for development over the Plan’s lifetime. Other parties
such as the Statutory Environmental Bodies, local environmental interest groups
and the local community should also be included.
The impetus to fulfil the commitment of 4000 homes commitment should be
balanced with environmental and social welfare standards. The Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) should take these constraints into account
Developing an implementation strategy is supported but should also be flexible
enough to take into account changing environmental conditions, particularly those
occurring as a result of climate change.
Monitoring through the existing Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) process is
supported. Monitoring should also cover and measure the extent to which the
sustainability objectives in the Sustainability Appraisal are being achieved
together with other environmental and social performance indications.

Question 27: Is there anything else the Council should be doing to help ensure
the delivery of land over the plan period?
Action

Numbers
supporting

Ensure use of empty houses/ offices/ industrial
buildings
Oppose pressure for development
Priority use of brownfield land
Communication with community
Complete SHLAA/ identify longer term sites
Increased greenfield/ garden developments
Consider whole district
Development within conservation areas
Joint working with other districts
Increased mixed use developments
Increased service/ amenity provision
Tax increase in land value as a result of
development
Update housing market intelligence
Responses
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Percentage

11

24.4

11

24.4

8

17.8

4

8.9

2

4.4

2

4.4

1

2.2

1

2.2

1

2.2

1

2.2

1

2.2

1

2.2

1

2.2
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100

Summary of Responses
Whilst a range of measures were identified, some of these do not relate to the
process of monitoring and managing land to ensure delivery of housing but to the
policies mentioned previously in other questions. The need to communicate with the
community, work jointly with partners such as districts and think longer- term are
noted.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

NSI/0197/00001

Build more combined office, retail and residential buildings in
town centres ie. retail space on ground floor, offices on
second/third floors, residential on other floors.
A Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment must be
undertaken by the Council and conclusions drawn before
preparation of the preferred option core strategy.

NSI/0039/00002

Sustainability Appraisal
As per comments in Question 26.

Appendix 1: Key Diagram

Detailed comments

Respondent
Code
SCO/0001/00001
(Government
Office for the East
of England)

Summary of comments
The inclusion of a key diagram immediately brings into focus
the spatial context and is generally clear but it is
recommended that some form of referencing system is
employed between diagram and text to improve clarity.

Appendix 5: Settlement Appraisal

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
00319/00001

Summary of comments
No GP surgery in Cobb Green.
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00271/00001

CU/0223/00001

With reference to Batchworth Heath
1. No bus service is noted but the 331 provides a regular 20
minute interval service to Northwood, Ruislip, Harefield,
Denham and Uxbridge. Also from Mount Vernon Hospital, just
700m, there are buses to Watford, Bushey, Oxhey or to
Northwood, Northwood Hills, Pinner and Harrow on the Hill.
2. The nearest Underground station is not Northwood but
Moor Park. The former is listed as being 2300m away: Moor
Park, as the Council’s table for that settlement shows is
1300m away from the Heath.
3. The nearest GP surgery to Batchworth Heath is not 2700m
at Eastbury Road as stated, but at Moor Park 1300m away.
4. Similarly, the nearest convenience store is not in Green
Lane, 2700m away in Northwood, but at Main Avenue, Moor
Park 1300m away.
5. The nearest Post Office is not in Green Lane 2700m away
in Northwood, but at Main Avenue, Moor Park 1300m away.
6. The nearest pharmacy which is correctly stated as Moor
Park is not 2400m away but 1300m away.
7. The settlement is stated as being in a conservation area,
but this does not cover the whole of the land mapped by the
Council and labelled as ‘Batchworth Heath’.
8. Under ‘accessible open space’, there is no mention of
Lockwell Woods, Bishops Wood or Park Wood, all of which
are owned by the Council and which are directly accessible
from Batchworth Heath itself on a public footpath.
The settlement appraisal omits any coverage of Citizen Panel
2006 findings in relation to perceived access to hospitals and
potentially distorts ‘scoring’. Further concerns about too much
weight given to certain facilities such as libraries and post
offices which may not even exist in future, but not enough to
access to a nursery school.
Reference is made to Watford (north) and Watford (south) in
the documents. These should be called Leavesden and Oxhey
Hall. Appendix 5 is wrong giving population figures of 91067
for Watford (north) and (south)

Appendix 6: Vision and Objectives

Detailed comments

Respondent
Code
NSO/0080/00005

Summary of comments
Objectives seeks “to make efficient use of previously
developed land and to fully protect the Green Belt and open
countryside” and “to balance the need for homes and jobs by
ensuring sufficient land to meet a range of local housing
needs and to maintain a prosperous local economy”. It is
difficult to see how these two objectives are properly
compatible. Given that if sufficient housing is to be provided,
some green belt land will be required to accommodate it.
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SCO/0001/00001
(Government
Office for the East
of England)
00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Consequently, it is unrealistic for the Council to suggest that it
can fully protect the current green belt boundaries.
Lack of local distinctiveness in your vision and hope that you
will consider this when it comes to outlining your visions and
objectives in your Core Strategy. The spatial strategy must be
derived from, and clearly relate to, the vision and objectives.
Key priorities for District are:
• affordable housing
• crime prevention through environmental design
• maintaining/creating a sense of local community and
local pride
• allowing necessary development which meet local
needs but not overly developing to detriment of
character
• improving public transport, especially bus services.
• Providing a range of housing, not just flats, to maintain
local distinctiveness.
• Ensure buildings are built sustainably and energy
efficient.
• Providing more things for young people to do
Objective 12 (to protect and enhance the historic environment)
to be expanded to cover all aspects of the environment.
‘Sustainable transport system’ of vision to be more clearly
defined. Implementation of Croxley Rail Link important to
achieving objectives.
In terms of what is locally distinctive:
• The size and scale of settlements
• The green space between settlements
• General affluence but with some pockets of deprivation
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Attachment A

Map showing origins of respondents within the Three Rivers area
Source: Planning Your Future consultation 2007
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Attachment B

Map showing indicative cluster of sites/areas put forward as additional/alternative housing growth
locations (Q6.)
Source: Planning Your Future consultation 2007
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Attachment C
List of all consultees responding to the consultation
Statutory Consultees
SCO/0002
SCO/0003
SCO/0006
SCO/0008
SCO/0017
SCO/0018
SCO/0022
SCO/0023
SCO/0026
SCO/0027
SCO/0040
SCO/0047
SCO/0052
SCO/0057
SCO/0058

East Of England Regional Assembly
East Of England Development Agency
Hertfordshire County Council
Dacorum Borough Council
Hertfordshire County Council, Corporate Services
Abbots Langley Parish Council
Watford Rural Parish Council
Environment Agency
English Heritage
Network Rail
Three Valleys Water PLC
Denham Parish Council
Chipperfield Parish Council
Natural England
Highways Agency

Non-Statutory Organisations
NSO/0004
NSO/0015
NSO/0025
NSO/0029
NSO/0031
NSO/0034
NSO/0036
NSO/0039
NSO/0040
NSO/0052
NSO/0054
NSO/0055
NSO/0061
NSO/0064
NSO/0068
NSO/0069
NSO/0078
NSO/0080
NSO/0084
NSO/0085
NSO/0087
NSO/0088
NSO/0089
NSO/0090
NSO/0091

Lord Young Of Grafham And Mrs S Young
Thames Water Property Services
WM. Morrison Supermarkets PLC
The Theatres Trust
The Inland Waterways Association
The New Gospel Hall Trust
Quattro UK Ltd
The Wellcome Trust
Genesis Housing Group
Hertfordshire Prosperity Limited
British Waterways South East
Jehovah's Witnesses London Edgware Congregation
R Bishop And R Rayne
MEPC
Hertfordshire Constabulary Western Area
Little Green Residents Association
Chilterns Conservation Board Office
Home Builders Federation Eastern Region
Ralph Trustees Ltd
National Grid Property Ltd
Sport England
Fairview New Homes
Ramblers Association
Crown Golf
Kennet Properties

Non-Statutory Individuals
NSI/0002
NSI/0015
NSI/0031
NSI/0038
NSI/0063

Mr Colin Howard
Mr Adrian Stokes
Councillor Pam Hames
Councillor Joy Mann
Mr Shaun Lyne
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NSI/0072
NSI/0097
NSI/0099
NSI/0115
NSI/0118
NSI/0121
NSI/0137
NSI/0139
NSI/0140
NSI/0141
NSI/0142
NSI/0144
NSI/0145
NSI/0146
NSI/0147
NSI/0148
NSI/0149
NSI/0150
NSI/0151
NSI/0152
NSI/0153
NSI/0154
NSI/0155
NSI/0156
NSI/0157
NSI/0158
NSI/0159
NSI/0160
NSI/0161
NSI/0162
NSI/0163
NSI/0164
NSI/0165
NSI/0166
NSI/0167
NSI/0168
NSI/0169
NSI/0170
NSI/0171
NSI/0172
NSI/0173
NSI/0174
NSI/0176
NSI/0177
NSI/0178
NSI/0179
NSI/0180
NSI/0181
NSI/0182
NSI/0183
NSI/0184
NSI/0185
NSI/0186
NSI/0187
NSI/0188
NSI/0189
NSI/0190
NSI/0191

Mr David Zerny
Mr And Mrs Bushell
Ms Lynne Chilvers
Mrs Julie Scott
Mrs Durnise Turner
Mr Michael Castro
Mr Duce
Mr Stuart Cameron
Mrs Elizabeth Cameron
Mr And Mrs Ward
Dr D H Drazin
Mrs Yvonne Clement
Mr Markham
Mrs Diane Avis
Mrs Carol Aries
Ms J Gardner
Mrs Anna King
R And JJ Forrest
Mr And Mrs J Speller
Mrs B Lloyd
Mr Fountaine
Miss S Lake
AJ And Y Monahan
Sam Thomas
Miss P Harden
Mr And Mrs Gilbert
Dr Shindler
Mr D Gristwood
Mr D G Robinson
Mr P Fitzgerald
Mrs Kathleen Perry
Mr And Mrs Whiteside
Mr And Mrs Davis
Mrs Sheila Holman
Mrs Johnson
Mr Terence Nicholson
Mrs Deirdre Barker
Mr Dave Luddington
Mrs Jayne Owen
Mr R C Smith
Mrs D J Fitt
Miss Hannah Fry
Ms Niamh Murtagh
Ms Claire Guenebeaud
Mr Paul Evason
Mr David Charman
Mr And Mrs Lockyer
Mrs AE Douglas
Mrs Linda Field
Mrs G Richardson
Mr P Churchill
Mr S Lewis
Ms A Lewis
Mr R Lewis
Ms J Lewis
Ms Katie Lewis
Mrs JA Martin
Mr RD Colman
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NSI/0192
NSI/0193
NSI/0194
NSI/0195
NSI/0196
NSI/0197
NSI/0198
NSI/0199
NSI/0200
NSI/0201
NSI/0202
NSI/0203
NSI/0204
NSI/0205
NSI/0206
NSI/0207
NSI/0208
NSI/0209
NSI/0210
NSI/0211
NSI/0212
NSI/0213
NSI/0214
NSI/0215
NSI/0216
NSI/0217
NSI/0218
NSI/0219
NSI/0220
NSI/0221
NSI/0222
NSI/0223
NSI/0224
NSI/0225
NSI/0226
NSI/0227
NSI/0228
NSI/0229
NSI/0230
NSI/0231
NSI/0232
NSI/0233
NSI/0234
NSI/0235
NSI/0236
NSI/0237
NSI/0238
NSI/0239
NSI/0240
NSI/0241
NSI/0242
NSI/0243
NSI/0244
NSI/0245
NSI/0246
NSI/0247
NSI/0248
NSI/0249

Mrs Margaret Kiely
Mrs T Ann
Mr DJ Benton
Mr Christopher Baldwin
Mr Thomas James
Mrs A Stoyanov
Mr Curtis
Miss Vincent
Mr And Mrs Langford
Mrs Annika Moran
Mr And Mrs Mead
Mr C Tootell
Mr BP Thomson
Mrs Sarah Middleton
Mr Stephen Middleton
Miss Clare McIntosh
Mr Martin Knapp
Mr Tim Beeston
Mr And Mrs Clarke
Miss Diana Barker
Mr LJ Martin
Ms Jan Mills
Mrs P Mills
Mr Adam Ralton
Mrs Nicola White
Mr Roland White
Miss Katharine Butler
Miss A Wishart
Mrs JCA Meadows
Kerina Meadows
Mr Mark Thompson
Mr CJ Young
Ms Thelma Holley
Mr Neil Meadows
Mrs Linda Martin
Mr Alexander
Mr Owen Gilmore
Mr Ian Blackman
Mrs Lindsay Blackman
Mrs Carole Bullen
Mrs Read
G Goulder
V I Goulder
Mr Craig McLellan
Mrs Heidi Kenyon-Smith
Mrs G McIntosh
Mr And Mrs Vacguer
Mr And Mrs Ausden
Mr David Whiteside
Mr And Mrs Matchal
Mr I McIntosh
Mrs H Roche
Mrs Melanie Lockhart
Mr Anthony Birrell
Mrs Julie Esmond
Mr Roger Kircher
Mr AP Coxon
Mrs Margaret Baldwin
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NSI/0250
NSI/0251
NSI/0252
NSI/0253
NSI/0254
NSI/0255
NSI/0256
NSI/0257
NSI/0258
NSI/0259
NSI/0260
NSI/0261
NSI/0262
NSI/0263
NSI/0264
NSI/0265
NSI/0266

Ms Victoria Ausden
Dr Kirsti Eraneva
Ms Susan Dollard
Mr Peter Mealing
Mr John Young
Mr Malcolm Elliott
Ms Anne Elliott
Mrs Patricia Foster
Mr And Mrs Clayton
Mrs Shirley Legg
Mrs And Mr Manktelow
Mr VW Bush
Mrs Jean Simmonds
Mr Michael Withington
Mr Philip Hobbs
Mrs Elizabeth Duce
D Parry

Non-statutory Individuals (2)
00267
00268
00269
00270
00271
00272
00273
00274
00275
00276
00277
00278
00279
00280
00281
00282
00283
00284
00285
00286
00287
00288
00289
00290
00291
00292
00293
00294
00295
00296
00297
00298
00299
00300
00301
00302
00303
00304

Mr George Paddick
Mr Barry Grant
Mrs Amanda Grant
Mrs GM Donald
Mr Eric Price
Mrs Jean Conway
Mr Thomas Smale
Mrs Rosemary Hanscomb
Mrs J Rowley
Mr R Rowley
Mrs OConnell
Mr Emson
Mrs Emson
Mr Foster
Miss L Ward
Mrs Susan Thomas
Mr Robert Thomas
Mr Dennis Stratford
Mrs Valerie Haddon
Mrs Tracy Perks
Mr Lee Royal
Mr James Cobbold
Ms Clare Roberts
Little Green Junior School
Mr Mark Robertson
Mrs Christine Davies
Mr Chris Stratford
Mr And Mrs Sinisi
Mr Paul Smith
Mr Daniel Britton
Miss Sarah Britton
Mr Paul Williams
Mr Mark Hampsen
Mrs Julia Britton
Mr John Aldersley
Ms PA Aldersley
Mrs Susan Van Der Meilen
Gade Investments Ltd
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00305
00306
00307
00308
00309
00310
00311
00312
00313
00314
00315
00316
00317
00318
00319
00320
00321
00322
00323
00324
00325
00326
00327
00328
00329
00330

Mr Zac McDonough
Mr B.G.K Shilleto
Mr James Ballard
Mrs Lorraine Stantow
Mrs J Brock
Mr Paul Littlechild
Mr M L Brock
Mr Gary Rowe
Mr Paul Wray
Miss Clare Hardwidge
Mrs EJ Littlechild
Mrs Jean Hardwidge
Miss K Hardwidge
Mr Colin Smith
Mrs Y Smith
Ms J Woodmansterne
Merchant Taylors' School
Chris Brim
Mr David Muir
DLA Town Planning Ltd
HARI Partnership
Messrs W E Black
Vincent and Gorbing
Mr Neil Slagel
Ms Robyn Blackburn
Business Link

Customers
CU/0003
CU/0004
CU/0009
CU/0019
CU/0027
CU/0028
CU/0030
CU/0035
CU/0038
CU/0042
CU/0044
CU/0045
CU/0051
CU/0052
CU/0054
CU/0058
CU/0060
CU/0061
CU/0063
CU/0064
CU/0068
CU/0069
CU/0070
CU/0071
CU/0087
CU/0091
CU/0095
CU/0100
CU/0101

Ms Dawn Woodley
Dr Robin Gain
Mrs Marion Sweet
Mrs E M Stone
Mrs Angela Lepper
Mrs C R Bromell
Ms Brenda Dingle
Mrs J A Dane
Mr Stratford
Miss Susan Ford
Mrs Linda Kirke Smith
Mrs F Ayers
Mr C R Pooley
Mr Sean Cassidy
Mr K German
Mr P G Hart
Mr R Nicholls
Watford Friends Of The Earth
Miss J Wheatley
Mrs Carol Lewis
Mr D R Lawson
Mr R Mayor
Mrs Iris Bangs
Mr Philip Gibbs
Mrs G Turnbull
Mr R Milner
Mr Paul Turk
Mr E Rouse
Mr Stephen Bullen
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CU/0102
CU/0105
CU/0107
CU/0108
CU/0110
CU/0111
CU/0115
CU/0116
CU/0119
CU/0121
CU/0122
CU/0124
CU/0125
CU/0126
CU/0129
CU/0130
CU/0141
CU/0142
CU/0146
CU/0150
CU/0151
CU/0153
CU/0160
CU/0165
CU/0166
CU/0167
CU/0172
CU/0187
CU/0192
CU/0193
CU/0194
CU/0195
CU/0200
CU/0201
CU/0207
CU/0219
CU/0223
CU/0224
CU/0226
CU/0227
CU/0229
CU/0232
CU/0235
CU/0243
CU/0244
CU/0247
CU/0248
CU/0254
CU/0256
CU/0257
CU/0262
CU/0267
CU/0271
CU/0272
CU/0274
CU/0279
CU/0281
CU/0283

Mr F J Thompson
Professor Richard Simons
Mr Andrew Robson
Mr D Astley
Ms Linzi Woolley
Mrs B Harden
Mrs J Turnbull
Mr Steve Leven
Mrs S M Kendall
Mr David Goulden
Mr Peter Harvey
Mr David Holdstock
Mrs Kate Murray
Furtherfield Residents Association
JW Batkin
Mrs M J Pulman BSc
Mr V Lee
Mr G M Galloway
Mr A E Berry
Mr Gerard Walsh
Mrs E M S Card
Mrs Hendra
Mr Douglas Pavey
Mrs Carol Askew
Mr E Trott
Mr S F Ivory
Mr David Evans
Oxhey Hall Residents Association
Mr D A Youell
Rickmansworth And District Resident's Association
Mr H Krasner
Mr G M Lloyd
Mr M Delaporte
Mr Roger Bangs
Mr C Berthelsen
Mr M Harnor
Mr Dennis Rogers
Ms M A Kenworthy
Mr Alan Smith
Mr John Anderson
Mrs J Race
Mr J Yates
Mr Bill Sylvester
Mr Alan Nicholson
Mr Robert Allen
Mr Leslie Williams
Mrs C E Greenaway
Mr B McIntosh
Mr G M Lapworth
Mr C C Paine
Ms Susan Jenkins
Mr F T Bennett
Mr Ian Phillips
Mrs S Merchant
Miss N J Ellen
Mrs S North
Mrs Y Stirling
Mrs B Paskins
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CU/0286
CU/0287
CU/0288
CU/0293
CU/0296
CU/0299
CU/0308
CU/0310
CU/0314
CU/0316
CU/0319
CU/0324
CU/0325
CU/0331
CU/0332
CU/0334
CU/0336
CU/0347
CU/0349
CU/0351
CU/0352
CU/0367
CU/0368
CU/0369
CU/0371
CU/0372
CU/0373
CU/0376
CU/0379
CU/0382
CU/0383
CU/0387
CU/0388
CU/0389
CU/0390

Mr T D Haynes
Miss E Heike
Mr N Longman
Mr M Wright
Mr R Cocksedge
Mrs Maureen Bidgway
Mr Kenneth Lee
Mrs Wright
Mr A Howard
Miss Lindsay Fell
Mrs Audrey Warner
Mr A K Abadjian
Mr A Wilson
Mr Michael Currey
Mrs Sue Green
Mrs J Ryan
Miss J Carter
Mrs D Chambers
Mr D Birch
Ms Julie McLay
Mr Robert Sutherland
Mrs I A Pearce
Mr Frank Tsas
Mrs S Hodge
Mrs Alison French
Dr John Ayrton
Mr S Edwards
Mr And Mrs Mercer
Mr R B Flint
Miss Sonia Bolton
Mr Nick Bonnen
Mr C Short
Mrs M Foggo
Mr T Boreham
Mrs Julie Forty

Three Rivers District Council
TRC/00002
TRC/0001

Mrs Kay Fitzgerald
Trees And Landscape Section

Public Access Contributors
CELD PARISH
COUNCIL2442
CELD PARISH
COUNCIL2452
CELD PARISH
COUNCIL2513
KATE
KELLY1226
KATE
KELLY531

Chipperfield Parish Council
Chipperfield Parish Council
Chipperfield Parish Council
Kate Kelly
Kate Kelly
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LDF Focus Group

00331

Mr G. Sibson

Hertfordshire Constabulary

Mr J. C. W. Osborne

Local resident

Mr G. Everett

Watford Friends of the Earth

Mr M. Bates

Local Youth Scout Leader

Mrs S. Merchant

Local resident

Mrs Y. Stirling

Local resident

Mr J. Hubbard

Local Youth Scout Leader

Ms S. Jenkins

Local resident

Mr S. Power

Local resident

Mr S. Ridgeway

Local Youth Scout Leader
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